STEM-ERC Research Symposium

**Date:** Tuesday, 10th March 2015  **Venue:** Neill/Hoey Lecture Trinity Long Room Hub,  **Time:** 1:00pm – 4:00pm

**RSVP** to Valerie Kelly (School of Education) at ext 3942 or kellyva@tcd.ie

1-1.45pm - LUNCH!

1.45-2pm - Introduction (Colette Murphy)

2-2.20pm - Report on AAAS and University of Boulder STEM-ERC developments (Shane Bergin)

2.20-2.40pm - Short ‘pitches’ on TCD STEM teaching innovations (colleagues tba)

2.40-3.30pm - Themed tables
  - Student learning through digital media
  - STEM learning & communication projects
  - STEM-ERC public launch
  - STEM-ERC developments (journal, web page, grant proposals etc)

3.30–4pm - Interactive discussion (with clickers): ways forward